In this paper we develop a primal-dual subgradient method for solving huge-scale Linear Conic Optimization Problems. Our main assumption is that the primal cone is formed as a direct product of many small-dimensional convex cones, and that the matrix A of corresponding linear operator is uniformly sparse. In this case, our method can approximate the primal-dual optimal solution with accuracy ϵ in O
Introduction
1. Motivation. Development of the new computer technologies in the last decade resulted in an increasing interest to optimization problems of extremely big size, with millions and billions of variables. The main sources of such problems are Internet and Telecommunications. However, even in more traditional applications (Finite Elements Approximations, Partial Differential Equations), we always can create optimization problems of extremely big dimension. For problems of this type (we call them Huge-Scale Optimization Problems), even the simplest vector operations become very expensive. They can be solved only by methods with very sophisticated treatment of corresponding sparsity patterns.
In the last years we can see a revival of interest to the coordinate-descent methods [5, 2, 4] . These methods benefit from a very simple iteration, which usually has a sublinear computational cost. However, from the view point of iteration complexity, their convergence rate is lower than that of the standard gradient methods.
Recently, in [1] it was shown that for a special class of nonsmooth optimization problems it is possible to reach sublinear iteration complexity without reducing the optimal rate of convergence of the simplest subgradient schemes. The functions from this problem class are characterized by sparse subgradients. At each iteration, this feature allows to update only a few entries of the test points. Consequently, it is cheap to update the results of corresponding matrix/vector products (for sparse matrices). Another important element in this technique is a short Binary Tree Table, which allows efficient recomputation of the maximum of n elements after changing a single entry in the array (it needs log 2 n operations).
For problems with an appropriate sparsity pattern, the methods presented in [1] have logarithmic dependence of the complexity of the usual subgradient iteration on the dimension of the space of variables. This allows to use the proposed technique for solving optimization problems of practically unlimited size.
In paper [1] there were presented three different methods for solving a structural primal problem. However, in many situation it is interesting to approximate the optimal dual variables. This is the main goal of our paper.
In this paper we develop a primal-dual subgradient method for solving a huge-scale Linear Conic Optimization Problem. Traditionally, the problems of this type are treated by the Interior-Point Methods [3] . However, because of the memory limitations and cubic complexity of each iteration, these methods can be used only for solving problems of moderate size. Our method can solve extremely big primal-dual linear conic problems
where K is a closed convex cone, K * is the cone dual to K, and the operator A * is adjoint to A. Our main assumption is that K is formed as a direct product of many small-dimensional convex cones, and that the matrix of the linear operator A is uniformly sparse (see Section 3 for details). In this case, our method can approximate the primaldual solution of problem (1.1) with accuracy ϵ in O
iterations. At the same time, the complexity of each iteration of this scheme depends logarithmically on the dimension of the space of variables.
Contents.
In Section 2, we describe the structure of our problem and introduce the main assumptions. Our method generates the minimization sequence for the dual problem in (1.1), approximating at the same time the optimal primal solution. In order to apply our technique, we need to rewrite the conic constraints of the dual problem in a functional form.
In our scheme, the generated primal solutions are always feasible for the cone K, and the dual solutions always satisfy dual equality constraints. They are approximately feasible for the dual cone K * . The level of dual infeasibility depends on the step-size parameter h, which bounds also the primal-dual gap. We prove that in the limit the residual of the primal system vanishes. The worst-case complexity bound for our method is O
iterations, where ϵ is the desired accuracy of the primal-dual solution. In Section 3 we give an example of sparsity pattern for the problem data, which results in logarithmic dependence of the cost of each iteration of our scheme on the dimension of the space of variables. In particular, this happens when the matrix A has only few nonzero diagonals. (This is typical for Finite-Element Approximations.) In the last Section 4 we present preliminary computational experiments with our scheme as applied to Truss Topology Design problems.
3. Notation and generalities. We denote by E a finite-dimensional linear space, and by E * the dual space formed by all linear functions on E. The value of function s ∈ E * at x ∈ E is denoted by ⟨s, x⟩. For a linear operator A : E 1 → E * 2 we define the adjoint operator A * : E 2 → E * 1 in the standard way:
In the special case E = E * = R m , we have
For y ∈ R m we always use the Euclidean norm ∥y∥ = ⟨y, y⟩ 1/2 . Operator A : R n → R m is identified with m × n-matrix, In this case, A * ≡ A T . A closed convex pointed cone K ⊂ E with nonempty interior is called normal. For such a cone, the dual cone K * = {s ∈ E * : ⟨s, x⟩ ≥ 0} is also normal.
For normal cone K, we can always point out a logarithmically homogeneous selfconcordant barrier F (x):
where ν is called the parameter of the barrier [3] . Then the dual barrier
is logarithmically homogeneous self-concordant barrier for K * . For x ∈ int K we have −∇F (x) ∈ int K * . Moreover, we have the following useful identities:
For h ∈ K and x ∈ int K, by Theorem on Recession Direction [3] we have
Primal-dual subgradient method for Linear Conic Problems
In this section we consider Linear Conic Optimization problems. Assume that the space of primal variables E is partitioned as follows: 
Consider the following primal Linear Conic Problem:
Its formally dual problem can be written as follows:
Our main assumption is as follows:
Denote by y * one of its optimal solution, and by s * def = c−A * y * ∈ K * the corresponding slack variable. By Duality Theorem (see T.4.2.1 in [3] ) and (2.5), the primal problem (2.3) is also solvable and for the primal-dual pair (2.3), (2.4) there is no duality gap:
Let us treat the constraints of the dual problem in a separable form:
We need to rewrite these constraints in a functional form. For this purpose, in each cone
. . , n. Then, for u j ∈ E * j , we can define the following function:
It has the following representation:
Thus, ∂ψ j (u j ) = Arg max
Expression for ∂ψ j follows directly from representation (2.9). 2
It is clear that
However, before writing down the constraints of problem (2.7) in a functional form, we need to introduce an important normalization for their subgradients.
Namely, for each u j , denote by x j (u j ) ∈ K j an arbitrary optimal solution to problem (2.9). Then
We measure the size of this vector using the Hessian ∇ 2 F * j (d j ) of a logarithmically homogeneous self-concordant barrier F * j for the dual cone K * j .
Lemma 2 For any
Hence, by Theorem of Recession Direction we have:
, where e j is the corresponding coordinate vector in R n . We can take F j (z) = − ln z and
Note that the operator A * j (y) is defined now as follows:
where A i j are symmetric p × p-matrices. Thus, the scaling factor σ j can be computed as
.
If p ≪ m and the operator A * j is sparse, then the last representation is preferable. 2
We assume that all values σ j , j = 1, . . . , n, are computed in advance, and they are available for the numerical scheme. Denote g j (y) = 1 σ j f j (y). We come to the following representation of the dual problem (2.7):
Denote by j(y) the active index j such that g j (y) = g(y). Then
Our new method generates the main minimization sequence in the dual space R m , constructing at the same time an approximate primal solution. In both cases, the linear equality and inequality constraints can be violated. Our method has a single parameter, the step size h > 0. It always starts from y 0 = 0.
(2.14)
For N ≥ 0, denote by F N the set of iterations of type (F), which were used for generating the point y N +1 . And let
In view of definition of step (F), we have
In what follows, we denote byd ∈ K * the vector with the componentŝ
Denote by e j (x j ) ∈ E the following vector:
Let us define the approximations for the optimal primal-dual solutions as follows:
This choice is motivated by the following relations:
Let us study the performance of method (2.14).
. For any N ≥ 0 we have:
23)
and the residual in the primal-dual system vanishes as N → ∞:
Proof:
Denote r k = ∥y k −y * ∥. For the sake of notation, denote
Note that
Therefore,
Thus, in this case
∥b∥ ⟨b, y k − y * ⟩ + h 2 . Now, summing up all these equalities for k = 0, . . . , N , we obtain:
This relation leads to several important consequences. 1. In view of (2.19), inequality (2.25) can be written as follows:
Note that ⟨b,
Hence, the above inequality can be rewritten in the following form:
Since N f ≥ 1, we obtain (2.21). 2. Since ⟨s * , x * ⟩ = 0, we have 
Therefore, from (2.25) we get
This inequality has two consequences. The first one is (2.20). For the second one, assuming that (2.22) is true, we obtain
Therefore, (2.24) follows.
2
We are ready to justify an implementable version of method (2.14) with explicit choice of parameters. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that c ∈ int K * . Thus, N f ≥ 1 for all N ≥ 0.
Our method has three positive accuracy parameters, ϵ f , ϵ g , and ϵ a . Its goal is to generate an approximate primal-dual solution (x,ŷ,ŝ) of the problem (2.3), (2.4) satisfying the following conditions:
In accordance to (2.18) and (2.21), we need to choose
(2.28)
It remains to introduce in (2.14) the following stopping criterion:
Note that all other conditions in (2.27) are satisfied automatically, by the choice (2.28) of parameter h. It remains to obtain the complexity bound for reaching the goal (2.29). In view of (2.24), it will be satisfied for
In accordance to (2.20), we come to the following estimate:
Thus, assuming that all accuracies in (2.27) are of the same order ϵ, we get O( 1 ϵ 2 ) bound for our scheme. However, note that this pessimistic bound is not incorporated directly in the method. Indeed, the stopping criterion (2.29) can be satisfied much earlier.
Solving Huge-Scale Conic Problems
Let us show that method (2.14), (2.29) can be used for solving huge-scale optimization problems. We need to be sure that all its operations take into account the sparsity of initial data. In this section, p(x) denotes the number of nonzero elements of vector x, and σ(x) is the set of corresponding indexes.
Let us estimate the computational cost of our method for the standard Linear Programming problem with K = R n + . As it was explained in Example 1, in this case
In what follows, we assume that the data of problem (2.3) is uniformly sparse:
with some r ≪ n and q ≪ m. These conditions are satisfied, for example, by a matrix with a few nonzero diagonals.
Denote s k = c − A T y k . Before we start the iterative procedure, it is necessary to perform the following preliminary computations:
• Compute the norm ∥b∥, (O(q) a.o.) .
• Compute the values σ j , j = 1, . . . , n, (O(p(A) ) a.o.).
• Set y 0 = 0 and s 0 def = c, (m + n a.o.).
• For computing the value g(y 0 ), fill the Binary Tree Table by vector s 0 , (n operations).
• Choose the step size h in accordance to (2.28), (O(n) a.o.).
Clearly, all these computations need O(p(A)) operations.
Let us look now at the complexity of one iteration of method (2.14), (2.29). We assume that at the beginning of each iteration the value g(y k ) is already computed. Hence, we know j(y k ).
At each iteration of method (2.14) our main operation is the update of vector y k by a sparse direction δ k :
≤ q. Therefore this update takes O(q) operations at most. After that, we need to compute the new slack variables s k+1 . As it was suggested in [1] , it is better to do this in parallel with updating the value g(y k+1 ). Namely, we start with s + = s k , and perform the following operations:
1. Update a single entry of slack variables: In the end, we accept s + as s k+1 and g(y k+1 ) = max Further, in accordance to (2.19), our stopping criterion will be
Update max
Therefore, at each iteration it is necessary to update the value ∥y k+1 ∥ 2 . Since [1] . Namely, let us deliver a vector of dual variables with the best value of the objective function. For doing that, define
This number can be easily updated during the optimization process (we need also to update the values ⟨b, y k ⟩). After termination of the main process by stopping criterion (3.3), we run it again and stop earlier at the moment k * N . Then the current state of the dual variables and the slack vector will correspond to y k * N and s k * N . Clearly, these points satisfy the performance guarantees (2.21) and (2.23). With these rules for generating the output, the total complexity of our method remains on the level O 
Application: Truss Topology Design
Truss Topology Design problem consists in finding the best mechanical structure resisting to an external force with an upper bound for the total weight of construction. Its mathematical formulation looks as follows:
wheref is a vector of external forces, u ∈ R 2n is a vector of virtual displacements of n nodes in R 2 , w is a vector of N bars, and T is the total weight of construction. The compliance matrix A(w) has the following form:
where a i ∈ R 2n are the vectors describing the interactions of two nodes connected by an arc. These vectors are very sparse: for 2D-model they have at most 4 nonzero elements.
Let us rewrite the problem (4.1) as a Linear Programming problem.
Note that for the inequality in the third line we do not need any assumption.
Denote by y * the optimal solution of the optimization problem in the brackets. Then there exist multipliers x * ∈ R N + such that 
Then, in view of (4.5) we havef = A(w * )u * , and w * ∈ ∆(T ). Thus, the pair (4.6) is feasible for the primal problem. On the other hand,
Thus, the duality gap in the chain (4.2) is zero, and the pair (w * , u * ), defined by (4.6) is the optimal solution of the primal problem. which we are going to solve by method (2.14). For our experiments, we choose a local truss: each node is connected only with eight neighbors. This allows to apply the technique described in Section 3. As a result, in our experiments the computational cost of each iteration grows as O(log 2 N ). The whole grid was formed by square cells, K cells in each row, with K rows. Thus, the total number of nodes was (K + 1) 2 . K + 1 nodes of the left vertical border were fixed. Thus, the total number of nodes was K(K + 1).
In the computational results presented below we did not bound the number of iterations. Our main parameter was the accuracy ϵ = 0.02, which we used in the stopping criterion ∥Ax −f ∥ ≤ ϵ. We can see that our method managed to solve all problems. The largest problem in the table has eight million inequality constraints. In the third column we present the computational time spent for 10 6 iterations of the method. Clearly, it grows logarithmically with the dimension of the problem. The most dangerous characteristic of the problem is the size of the dual solution. The total number of iterations is proportional to the square of this value. As we can see, for this type of problems the size is finally stabilized on a reasonable level. Consequently, the total computational time for the last three problems is not too much different. In our opinion, the last line shows that our approach can be indeed very efficient for solving sparse optimization problems of very big size. Note that all our experiments were performed on a standard PC.
